This paper presents the result of fully 3D integrated reservoir description and flow simulation study of a giant oil field in Middle East using the state of the art technology. The overall goal is to develop a representative reservoir model to form the basis for reservoir management and longterm development planning. This is done by generating alternate reservoir descriptions, based on stochastic models, to quantify uncertainties in the future performance. The data that were integrated include well cores and logs, geological interpretation (stratigraphy, rock type, depositional model), seismic (structure, curvature analysis and inversion-derived porosity), well test, SCAL, production data and fracture distribution.
Introduction
Reservoir model is a tool that can be used to obtain better reservoir management and long term development planning. A representative reservoir model can only be achieved by properly integrating various sources of data in a consistent manner. The state of the art of technology in building representative reservoir model is to use the technique(s) that can quantify all possible uncertainties of the future performance.
This paper shows an application of various techniques in integrating various data sources for an oil field in the Middle East. The overall objective was to obtain a representative reservoir model, i.e., model that can be used to quantify uncertainties in the future performance.
The strategy used to obtain representative reservoir model for this study is by generating alternate reservoir descriptions, based on stochastic models. This way, various uncertainties of the data can be accommodated and modeled. The type of uncertainty being considered is selected based on the hierarcical system. In this system, each data source is listed in the order that will bring the most influence to the
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An important feature that needs to be satisfied for each realization is that the petrophysical properties have to be consistent with the underlying geological description of the field. That is, the generated properties, namely porosity, permeability and water saturation, should in agreement with the rock type scheme. For example, a grid cell that was described as a good rock type should have good porosity and permeability. On the other hand, it is undesirable to have a grid cell with bad rock type but the permeability assigned to it is high. This case is possible when the property distribution is not constrained to the rock type. 1 Another important aspect of generating realization with respect to the geology is how the continuity of the rock and property can be modeled properly to follow geological interpretation, namely depositional environment and diagenesis. A successful reservoir modeling should have good agreement between "conceptual geology", as it is viewed by geologist, and the simulation result. This goal can be achieved by properly modeling the spatial relationship of the rock type and properties. Additionally, the incorporation of geological knowledge in modeling the spatial relationship should be part of the modeling step. 2 In addition to constraining the reservoir model to the geological information, the model should also constrain to all available data/information. In this study, other type of data that were available includes seismic-derived porosity, well test, and fracture distribution. All of this information has to be integrated in order to obtain a representative model.
Seismic derived-porosity was available as three 2D-maps, one for each main reservoir unit. Each map represents the average porosity within each reservoir unit. Thus, significant areal porosity information can be obtained from this data but poor vertical resolution when compared to the log data. The challenge in this case is how to reconcile the scale differences that exist between these two sources of porosity (well-log porosity and seismic porosity). 3 The well test data, which is considered as the engineering data, provides good information related to the field permeability within the drainage volume. For this field, it has been observed that significant differences exist between well test permeability with core-permeability for certain area. These differences were attributed to the fracture that was observed from the core and/or FMS/FMI logs. 4 In order to quantify the influence of fracture in the permeability distribution, fracture study was conducted to estimate the spatial locations of the fracture. These locations were determined using seismic curvature analysis. The fracture study was conducted prior to this study and it is beyond the scope of this paper. However, the result of the fracture study has been used in this study as part of the integration of the well test data.
One of the important consequences of generating multiple realizations is the difficulty in evaluating them, i.e., dynamic evaluation. This is true since the geological model is commonly built using multi-million cells where rigorous flow simulation is impossible to be conducted for each of the realization.
The problem mentioned in the previous paragraph is solved in this study by ranking all realizations using twophase streamline simulation model that can handle the fine scale without having to upscale it first. The streamline simulation has been tested successfully in the literature to conduct this task. 5 Three realizations were selected to represent the most likely, pessimistic and optimistic cases.
Upscaling of the grid blocks from the detail fine scale of the geological model into a coarser scale suitable for dynamic flow simulation is a step that cannot be avoided due to the resources limitation. A reduction from multimillion cells into several tens or hundreds of thousands grid blocks is a common practice in the industry. The challenge that exists in this step can be viewed as two fold; first, which grid blocks to combine (especially in the vertical direction) and second, what technique to be used. Both of these aspects have a unique goal, which is to maintain the heterogeneity of the geological model as much as possible while optimizing the number of grid blocks. These two aspects of upscaling were addressed in this study and a creative way was used in selecting the layers to be combined.
Once the selected realizations were upscaled, the history match process using the conventional finite difference flow simulator were performed for these three realizations. Initialization to the dynamic model can be done prior to the history match process to ensure that it matches with the measured data before the field was produced. Prediction of the future performance can be done by running the model using several predetermined scenarios.
The last, but certainly not the least, challenge in the study that uses the stochastic approach is how to quantify the uncertainty of future performance as given by the different results of the realizations. The answer to this question may be the one that is required by the upper management. Therefore, proper evaluation is required in quantifying this number.
Other important note that is worth mentioning in this paper is that all tasks described in this paper, except for flow simulation, was done on Personal Computer (PC). This includes the generation of multi-million cells of geological model and ranking of the fine scale realizations using streamline simulation.
Geological Background
The structure of the resevoir is characterized by a gentle, simple elongated anticline plunging both in the NE and SW directions (Fig. 1) . It covers an area of approx. 160 km 2 . Oil is mapped over an area of approx. 130 km 2 . It consists of a carbonate sequence of Maestrichtian age deposited on an actively growing palaeohigh in shallow marine environment, subtidal to intertidal (bank like) and supratidal conditions. It is bounded by two unconformity surfaces being overlain by the basal shale of Palaeocene age and underlain by upper cretaceous formation.
Traditionally, the reservoir was divided into three main reservoir units U1, U2 and U3 on the basis of petrophysical variations and characteristics. Subsequently, it was subdivided into 11 flow units based on sequence stratigraphy.
The thickness of the reservoir increases from the crest to the NW and SE flanks. The reservoir is highly heterogeneous, as both the diagenetic and tectonic activities have drastically affected the formation and has had important impact on reservoir characteristic both vertically and laterally.
The oil accumulation is considered unique, since the structure is the only field in the Gulf region known to contain hydrocarbons in the Upper Cretaceous formation, which is considered the main aquifer in the region.
Eight (8) different rock types have been determined in the whole reservoir section. They are characterized by specific petrophysical properties. The determination was based on the Electrofacies, which was based on logs using discriminant analysis techniques taking into consideration the Stratigraphic Limits of the three reservoir units, calibrated and supervised with core data (For lithology, Ø, K, and Scal Data (for Pc, Kr).
Detailed study of FMI, 3D seismic data and production performance indicated that the fractures tend to be clustered in swarms. They oriented in two directions; N40° and N70°.
Thirty-nine wells have been drilled to date equipped with electrical submersible pump
Available Data
Data used for this study can be classified into four categories. They are :
• Geological Information.
• Seismic Information.
• Petrophysical Information.
• Engineering Information.
All of this information is interpreted. The interpreted geological information that were available are:
• Sequence Stratigraphy and Fluid Flow Unit Definition.
• Depositional Model. It is available as soft information only, i.e., schematic depositional model, not as the actual depositional map.
• Reservoir Rock Typing, referred as Dominant Rock Type (DRT), at all well locations (cored and noncored).
• Remarks on Sedimentation; thinning-thickening on the crest-flanks. The interpreted seismic information that were available are:
• Four Structural Maps represent each major top of reservoir unit. Additionally, for uncertainty analysis, five different cases were given for each map, namely base, high, low, minimum and maximum structures.
• Three deterministic inversion-derived porosity maps • Fracture-swarm map as a result of curvature analysis.
The map contains two main directions (N40 and N70) The interpreted petrophysical information that were available are:
• Well logs and cores • Error analysis of porosity and water saturation. The error is given as function of porosity value and it is intended for quantifying the uncertainty of the log measurements and interpretation The interpreted engineering information that were available are:
• Pressure build-up analysis from 22 wells.
• SCAL data.
• Production history from all wells.
• Well completion for all production wells
Approach and Results
The overall challenges that need to be solved in this study can be summarized as follows.
• To determine region of stationarity that can be used in modeling the properties • To perform and quantify future production forecast and future performane The workflow that was used to perform the above challenges is shown in Fig. 2 . Region of stationarity was determined to investigate whether the reservoir can be modeled as a single region or should be divided into several sectors. The analysis has revealed that single region of stationarity is appropriate for this field.
Spatial analysis was done using variogram based on both hard and soft data. The hard data variogram was derived considering the well data only whereas the soft variogram was generated by considering the depositional environment, e.g., marine, lake, etc., of the underlying rock type. This consideration gives alternative in the continuity of the rock type, which plays an important role in the overall uncertainty of the prediction of the property distribution. The details of this analysis have been previously published in Ref. 2 . The details of the approach for other items are described in the following sub-sections.
Multiple Realizations of Properties.
Hierarchical System for Uncertainty. Overall, 48 realizations were generated in this study. This number was derived by considering several uncertainties, which were considered important for this field according to hierarchical order of the uncertainty. The first level in this system is the seismic structure uncertainty. Three different structure maps were generated to represent the low, medium and high structures. The second level of uncertainty is the continuity of the rock type. This is achieved by generating 2 sets of variogram models, i.e., based on hard data only and based on both hard and soft data. The third level of uncertainty is the uncertainty in the measurement and interpretation of well logs. Two sets of porosity and water saturation were generated based on the error analysis of well log information. The error analysis was done using Monte-Carlo based simulation. The last level of uncertainty is the uncertainty on the simulation path that depends on the initial random seed number.
Simultaneous Simulation of Rock Type and Properties. The techique used to generate rock type and properties distribution was geostatistical technique, namely simultaneous sequential Gaussian simulation. In short, the technique uses simultaneous truncated Gaussian simulation to determine the rock type distribution and sequential Gaussian simulation to determine other properties. Both simulations constrained to well data, spatial relationship of each property and local relationship among properties. The technique ensures that the generated properties are consistent with the underlying rock type description. The detail of this technique, for the determination of rock type, porosity and permeability distribution, can be found elsewhere. 1 New procedure was developed and implemented for the simulation of water saturation. The procedure honors rock type and SCAL data, i.e., connate water saturation for each rock type, and possess an additional constraint, which is the height above free water level. This additional constraint provides the model with the capillary pressure effect of the water saturation distribution. Thus, even though the simulation does not directly use the capillary pressure data, its effect is reflected in the model. Fig. 3 through 6 show the longitudal cross sections of rock type, porosity, permeability and water saturation, respectively, along the main reservoir axes. As shown in these figures, the reservoir properties follow the underlying rock type description very well.
Integration of Seismic Porosity. Seismic porosity was incorporated in the model using the Bayessian Update principle. The update was implemented as part of the Gaussian simulation of the porosity modeling. This implementation was adopted from the technique described in Ref. 3 . In principle, the technique performs the update of porosity of the sequential Gaussian simulation by matching the vertical average of the fine-scale simulation with the seismic-derived porosity. Fig. 7 shows the average porosity of the middle unit (U2) of the reservoir without the incorporation of seismic data, i.e., constrained to well data only. The incorporation of seismic data has changed the result in the non-well control area (Fig. 8) . Both results are in agreement at the well location since seismic porosity is calibrated at the well location. This result has shown the added value of seismic data in generating reservoir properties. This is especially true for this case since there are only few wells drilled so far to cover the 160 sq. km. area.
Matching of Well Test Derived Permeability.
As it is commonly found in many reservoir studies, the core-derived permeability, i.e., the geostatistical simulation result, does not match the well test derived permeability. This is due to the differences in the measurement scales where core samples represent a very small portion of the reservoir around the well bore. In addition, the presence of fractures and/or high permeability channels will further enhance the difference between the two sources of data. It has been observed that significant differences exist between the two permeabilities around the fracture area. On the other hand, for non-fracture area, the difference is not very significant. The ratio between the well test kh and the core kh greater than 50 has been observed in some highly fractured area.
The approach that was taken in this study in incorporating the fracture network in the model is through permeability enhancement. Fracture is considered to enhance matrix permeability. Fracture information was used as the parameters in getting the match between well test permeability and core-derived permeability. Note that the well test results do not indicate the presence of the conventional naturally fractured reservoir system, i.e., dual permeability system. Additionally, it is important to make a note that this reservoir is not a tight reservoir. Matrix permeability of this reservoir ranges from 0.01 mD to 18 Darcy with the average in excess of 100 mD.
The details of the procedure in reconciling the well test permeability and the core-derived permeability for this study are presented in another paper.
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Ranking of Multiple Realizations. Recently, it has become a common practice to generate large number of realizations of reservoir models to assess the uncertainty in reservoir descriptions and performance predictions. However, in practice only a small fraction of these models can be considered for comprehensive flow simulations because of the high computational cost. A viable alternative is to rank the multiple 'plausible' reservoir models based on an appropriate performance criterion that adequately reflects the interaction between heterogeneity and reservoir flow mechanism.
For this study, the ranking was based on streamline time of flight (TOF) connectivity derived using a streamline simulator. 5 Because the time of flight reflects fluid front propagation at various times, the connectivity in the time of flight can provides a direct measure of volumetric sweep efficiency for arbitrary heterogeneity and well configuration. Besides, the proposed connectivity criterion exhibits a strong correlation with water flood recovery and thus can be used for ranking stochastic reservoir models.
The streamline simulator which was used was developed by Datta-Gupta. 6 It is a 3D multiphase streamline simulator that can be used for multi-million cell geological models. The speed of the streamline simulator can be orders of magnitude faster than a conventional numerical simulator and is thus, particularly well suited for solving large scale simulation problems.
Streamline Simulation Model. The following considerations were used in building the model for the streamline simulation for this study:
• Considering the principle of streamline simulator, which traces the flood front from the injector to producers, the reservoir for this study was modeled with pressure specified injectors along the boundary of the reservoir. That is, each grid cell along the aquifer boundary is treated as an injector with pressure constraint. In this case, the pressure data from wells that are in the aquifer region were used to model the injectors' pressure. Because of this, the grid blocks located behind the reservoir boundary plays no role at all and can be eliminated. Thus, it reduces the number of the total grid blocks without reducing the size of the grid block itself. Fig. 9 shows the traces of streamline from all injectors, along reservoir boundary, to the producers.
• The major concerns when ranking multi-million cell models were the simulation time and computer memory limitation. In order to overcome the memory limitation, the streamline simulator was customized to use dynamic memory allocation. With this customization, the model can be run on PC with Pentium III processor and 128 Megabyte RAM.
• The number of pressure updates in streamline simulation is one of the important factors that reduce the simulation time. In this study, the well rate schedules were simplified in order to reduce the number of pressure updates. Well rate schedules were re-arranged in such a way that we still honor the major changes but not some minor fluctuations during the production history. It has been noted that by reducing the pressure updates to fourteen, major pressure changes can be preserved reasonably well instead of having updates in every month through out the history.
Selection Criteria. The main criteria for ranking used in this study was the volumetric sweep efficiency. However, considering that the original oil in place values differ significantly depending on the selection of the structure (low, medium and high), it was decided, that the criteria should not be based only on the sweep efficiency numbers for the given production history, but also dependent on the STOIIP value. For the same amount of water influx, if STOIIP is large, the sweep efficiency (the area contacted by water) will be consistently low. Since STOIIP value is significantly affected by the structural uncertainty, it is important to evaluate each structure separately to assess the areal sweep efficiency. The idea is that the optimistic scenario should have high sweep and high STOIIP, whereas the pessimistic case should be selected to have low sweep and low STOIIP. The most likely scenario, therefore, should be the one with medium STOIIP and sweep efficiency.
Additionally, the Heterogeneity Index, HI, defined as the ratio between variance of permeability and the correlation length, has also been calculated for the simulated permeability. Higher HI corresponds to the more heterogeneous (pessimistic) reservoir and lower HI to the more homogeneous (optimistic) reservoir. The selected realizations based on the criteria mentioned in the previous paragraph were then checked with their HI. That is, pessimistic realization should correspond to the highest HI, optimistic realization with the lowest HI, and most-likely realizations with the middle HI among the three selected realizations.
Upscaling. The main reason for doing upscaling is because of the limitation in computer resources (time and size limitation). In order to maintain the heterogeneity as much as possible while performing the upscaling, the process is considered to consist of two major tasks. The first task is to determine which grid blocks to combine and the second task is the selection of technique to use to properly upscale each property. The first task consists of the optimization process where on one hand the number of grid blocks should be minimum (because of computation limitation) but on the other hand the number of grid blocks should be close to the geological model (to maintain heterogeneity). The second task mainly involves with the selection of proper technique in upscaling each property.
Vertical Upscaling Level Determination. The best way to test whether upscaling has successfully maintained the heterogeneity is by putting it into flow simulation. This is not a possible when using conventional finite difference simulator. Of course, if it is possible, there will be no need to do upscaling at all. In this study, the streamline simulation was used to conduct sensitivity of the upscaling with respect to the sweep efficiency. The simulation was done for several vertical upscaling levels where dynamic evaluation was carried out for each level. By comparing the performance of each upscaling level, the optimum number of grid blocks can be determined. Fig. 10 shows a cross section of the streamline TOF, which gives indication of flood front, for several vertically upscaled system. Note that 93 layers is the number of layers in the fine scale system. It is shown that the performance of the 66, 50 and 30 layers are not much different to the 93 layers model. This means, significant heterogeneity of the reservoir has been kept in the upscaled model. However, the result for the 20 and 11 layers shows that significant detail of the reservoir heterogeneity has been lost.
This qualitative observation described in the previous paragraph is further supported by analyzing the statistics of the result. Fig. 11 shows an example of the quantitative analysis that was done to support the qualitative observation shown previously in Fig. 10. In Fig. 11 , the variance of the different of sweep between the fine scale and coarse scale are shown. It is clear that significant change in the variance when the model is upscaled from 30 to 20 layers. Therefore, for this example, the optimum vertical upscaling level should be somewhere between 20 and 30 layers..
Upscaling of Reservoir Properties. The properties that need to be upscaled are rock type, porosity and permeability. Porosity is the easiest to upscale where volume weighted average will give the correct result. Permeability upscaling is difficult but several techniques are available. In this study, the technique used is the Incomplete Layer technique. The details of this technique can be found elsewhere. 7 The most difficult upscaling to be done is for rock type since it is a discrete variable. The need to upscale rock type is because of the SCAL information, e.g., saturation function, capillary pressure was described as function of rock type. Therefore, in order to determine which SCAL properties to be used for the upscaled grid, each grid cell needs to be identified with a certain rock type. Note that performing the rigorous upscaling of SCAL properties 8 was considered impractical for this study. The approach used in this study was to upscale the rock type based on the highest proportion. That is, to assign the rock type to upscaled grid block based on the rock which has the highest proportion on the small scale.
Fluid In Place Calculation. A probabilistic approach was taken to reflect the uncertainties involved in the oil in-place calculation and to get the entire range of possible outcomes and their likelihood of occurrence. The method was based on Monte Carlo simulation, using the software package CRYSTAL BALL. Probability Density Functions (PDF's) were used to reflect the uncertainty in each input parameter in the calculation of volumetric STOIIP, namely rock volume, porosity, saturation, and formation volume factor.
For rock volume, a normal PDF was generated with the low and high volume estimates, but was truncated to the minimum and maximum volumes derived from the minimum and maximum deterministic realizations of structure and reservoir thickness.
For porosity, a truncated normal distribution was also used with a mean equal to the mean porosity value derived from the 48 reservoir realizations and a standard deviation equal to 1 porosity unit. The extreme points were truncated to + 2 standard deviations.
A similar approach was adopted for oil saturation, i.e. normal distribution with a mean equal to the mean saturation value derived from the 48 reservoir realizations and a standard deviation equal to 5 saturation units. The extreme points were truncated to + 2 standard deviations.
The uncertainty in the Formation Volume Factor (+/-5%) of the mean value was reflected with a uniform distribution.
The result has given the entire range of possible outcomes that allows the determination of the P10, P50, and P90 percentiles, representing the Low, Medium and High estimates, respectively. The ranges of the STOIIP calculated using this approach, i.e., probabilistic approach, were within the range covered by the 48 reservoir realizations. Thus, consistent result was obtained between the methods. Dynamic Flow Simulation. The flow simulation was conducted for the three selected realizations (low, medium and high cases) using black oil simulator, ECLIPSE-100.
Initialization. One PVT table was used to represent reservoir fluid properties. Different oil-water contact (OWC) were imposed in the model for each rock type by adjusting the capillary pressure curves for each DRT to match the water saturation profile between the well locations in the model and the well log data.
A total of 51 saturation tables (drainage and imbibition) were used in the model to represent water saturation distribution and the fluid flow in the matrix, fractures and the transition zone for each rock type.
Rock compaction vs. the overburden table is generated for each rock type. Each table was used to represent rock compressibility data at all pressure ranges over the reservoir life cycle.
The log-derived initial water saturation at different part of the field has been matched by fine tuning the capillary pressure curves for each rock type to represent the initial fluid distribution at different well locations across the field. Fig. 12 shows the example of the matching of water saturation profile between the model and the log data. A quantitative measures to evaluate the consistency between the well log and the dynamic model was done by calculating the apparent hydrocarbon thickness, defined as
It is found that the difference between the well log and the model is about 5%. Thus, the dynamic model has closely matched the well log data.
Permeability Anisotropy. The permeability distribution in the geological model was derived based on the isotropic assumption. The presence of fracture network 4 suggested that anisotropy exists in the permeability model. Tensorial permeability was calculated for each grid block considering fracture direction. The detail of this calculation is beyond the scope of this paper and can be found in Ref. 4 . Due to the limitation of the simulator being used (ECLIPSE-100), the diagonal terms of permeability tensor was ignored and the effective x-and-y permeability were calculated accordingly. Flow simulation using the full tensorial option is planned to be done in the future using ECLIPSE-300.
History Match. Comprehensive history matching was done for the three selected realizations for the entire nineteen years of production history using objective criterion so that the quality of the three matches is similar. The observed data matched include water cuts and measured pressures. There are total of 55 completion strings to be matched. The parameters used to match the history are restricted to the parameters that have not been accounted for in the static model. This includes relative permeability curves and permeability modifiers around some horizontal wells. Note that the permeability enhancement model was based on the vertical wells data only.
In matching the water cut development, it is found necessary to apply permeability modifiers for 3 out of the 55 well strings. The match for all other well strings have been obtained with permeability distribution left unchanged and by fine tuning the relative permeability data within the measurement band for each rock type.
Good pressure and water cut match at the field and wells levels have been obtained for the three reservoir realizations. Fig. 13 shows the match of water cut for the overall field and Fig. 14 shows an example of the matching at one of the well. An example of pressure match at one of the well is shown in Fig. 15 .
The 3 wells, where permeability modifiers were needed, were horizontal wells. As mentioned previously, the well test data from the horizontal wells were not used in enhancement process. The amount of multiplier required to match the water cut history for these three wells were determined through single well model to match the pressures data from the pressure build-up test.
Predictions. The overall goal of the study is to use the model for prediction of future prediction. This is done by running some scenarios for the three realizations (low, most likely and high). Currently, prediction run was completed for the base case, i.e., do nothing case, as well as for short business plan activities using different oil offtake rates, such as horizontalization work over for some wells and addition of some wells in the drainage points. Other scenarios such as extensive infill drilling, water flooding, and surfactant flooding are planned to be investigated in the near future.
Quantification of Future Performance. The approach used in this paper in quantifiying the uncertainty of future performance is a statistical technique developed by Mishra, et. al. 9 In this technique, the statistical estimates of uncertainty in reservoir performance is calculated from only a limited number of multiphase flow simulations, e.g., three realizations representing low, medium and high cases, and using information from a full suite of geostatistical realizations. The technique involves ranking and weighting geostatistical models on the bassis of a surrogate performance measures, such as the sweep efficiency, and estimating the mean and variance of the desired performance measure, e.g., mean and variance of the sweep. As explained previously, for this field study, the sweep efficiencies of the 48 realizations generated were calculated in the process of ranking of realizations through streamline simulation.
The weighting factor for each realization can be calculated by solving the following system of linear equations: 
where, x is the natural-log of sweep efficiency, E(x) and V(x) is the mean and variance of the sweep for all realizations, p 1 , p 2 , and p 3 , are the probabilities for the low, medium and high realizations, respectively. Fig. 16 shows the sweep efficiency for all of the 48 realizations. The overall mean and variance of these realizations as well as the mean and variance for the three selected realizations are shown in Table- 1. Using the numbers given in this table, the weighting factors to be applied for the three realizations are p 1 = 0.27, p 2 = 0.51 and p 3 = 0.22. Therefore, the expected value of the future production can be calculated using the results of the three simulations weighted with these factors.
Conclusions
The conclusion that can drawn from this study are as follows:
1. A representative reservoir model was developed for an oil field based on multiple realizations of stochastic geostatistical methodology by integrating geological, geophysical and engineering information.
2. Multiple realizations of properties (porosity, permeability and water saturation) were generated consistent with the rock type description. 3. In addition to constraining to the well data, porosity distribution was also constrained to seismic data. 4. Permeability distribution was enhanced to matched the well test derived permeability by integrating the fracture distribution. Fracture distribution was used to determined permeability anisotropy. 5. Water saturation was constrained to the rock type and height above free water level. 6. The scheme of multiple realizations was build based on the hierarchical system, considering four levels of uncertainty groups, namely structural, rock continuity, property (measurement and interpretation) error, and simulation path. The total number of realization generated is 48. 7. Three realizations, representing the low (pessimistic), medium (most-likely) and high (optimistic) realizations, were selected based on the ranking done through streamline simulation based on the sweep efficiency. 8. In addition for ranking realizations, streamline simulation was also used to determine the optimum vertical upscaling level. 9. Flow simulation was done to the three selected realizations to match 19 years of production history and to predict future performance. Good history match was obtained with very minimum adjustment. 10. Future performance was quantified using probabilistic approach by determining the weighting factors contributed by each of the three selected realizations. 
